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It‛s good for your mind!

It‛s good for your body!

Less cars travelling = less pollution Now I need to help to spread 
the word about 
amazing Active Travel!

Can you design a 
poster, or do some 
writing to help 

encourage other 
people to use Active 

Travel more?

Let‛s become amazing Active 
travel heroes together!!

Primary Amazing active travelWorksheet

Did you call?! I‛m Active Travel man! 

I wish I didn‛t have to travel by car all the time

I will show you! What is active travel?!

Active Travel is 
anything that is 

powered by your 
body! Active travel 

is amazing because…

21 March – 1 April 2022

Primary level 1Amazing air investigationWorksheet
InstructionsHave a look at what and who is using the road and pavements 

by your school. Make a tally to keep a record of who passes. 

You could present your findings in a pictogram so draw a 

symbol for every tally of five for each passer-by. Or use 

natural materials like sticks and leaves.Who passed by? Tally
Person walking, jogging, 

running, scooting or using 

a wheelchair
Person cycling

Car or van

Bus

Other large vehicle  
(eg tractor, lorry)

What’s the best way to get to school?Walking
Cycling

Train

Bus
Car share

Drive and park

Most sustainable 

Least sustainable
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Primary Mindful travel: walking bingo 
Worksheet

InstructionsThis activity is going to help you look for all of the wonderful things that are 

around you. Wherever you are, look out for things that make you feel happy.

If you can go out into your garden or for a short walk, see what you find in 

those different places. If not, why not look in your room, or another room in 

your house? Try to find things in all the colours or the rainbow. 

Write them in a list, draw them, or photograph them when you find them.
Colour

Item(s) found

21 March – 1 April 2022

To my future self...

Primary Your amazing imagination Worksheet
Quote

“Imagination should be used, not to escape reality, but to create it.”

Colin Wilson, author
Instructions1. Read the quote on imagination and think about the following:

• When have you used your imagination to solve a problem?

• In what ways have humans used their imagination to create the world we live in? 

Eg the first humans rubbing rocks together to make fire.

• Think of two things humans need to start doing and two things they need to 

stop doing in order to help our planet.

2. Watch the video.3. Think of a pledge or promise you want to make to your future self. What will you 

do now to create the world you want to live in? Create a 30 second to one-minute 

video (ask to borrow your adult’s phone if you don’t have one), or write a postcard 

to your future self. 
4. If you like, you can send this video to your adult and ask them to show it to you 

in 10 years’ time. 

21 March – 1 April 2022
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Primary 

Amazing active 

travel
Time needed

20-30 mins

Resources needed

Access to our video 

OR 

The active travel  

cartoon strip included  

in the worksheet

Paper, coloured pencils, 

pens

Solo/Group activity

Both

Objectives

To understand what is meant by active travel, and what 

benefits it has.

To create a poster or piece of persuasive writing to 

encourage more people to use active travel.

Session plan

Students should watch the video or look at the presentation 

slides first. You can then have a brief discussion to recall the 

key points, what active travel is, and what the benefits are. 

Then set the students the task to create a poster or piece of 

creative writing to encourage more people to use active travel.

It’s up to you if you want to pick one or the other, or give  

the students the choice.

The posters or writing produced by the students can be used 

in school newsletters or put up around school once finished, 

so let them know what the end result is, and who they are 

trying to engage with their poster or writing.

We have also provided a persuasive writing checklist.

At home adaptation

Ask students to list the benefits of active travel in place of a 

class discussion. A printed copy of the presentation slides 

can be shared with student unable to watch the video.

Extra resources

Watch the video at: bigwalkandwheel.org.uk/resources/primary#day1

Sustrans is a registered charity in England and Wales (number 326550)  
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Primary level 1

Amazing air 

investigation
Time needed

30 mins (indoor) 

60 mins (outdoor)

Resources needed

Pencil and paper, device 

to watch video (indoor)

Solo/Group activity

Solo at home 

Group in class

Objectives

To learn which modes of transport produce the most 

air pollution. 

To discover what is causing air pollution around your 

school or in your local area. 

Session plan

Ask the students to consider which modes of transport produce 

the most air pollution. Share information on how much carbon 

dioxide is emitted by various modes of transport (see graphic 

ranking modes of transport from most to least sustainable).

Ask students to think of a location for a mode of transport count.

Take students to this location following your school’s safe 

field trip guidelines. Where applicable, please follow local 

coronavirus guidance.

Chose a time period for the mode of transport count (eg five 

mins). Students record how many people pass by in that time.

Use the tally chart to observe which modes of transport most 

people were using.

Optional activity: 

Make a natural tally to present your findings using natural materials like sticks and leaves.

At home adaptation:

For students completing this activity indoors (either at home or in the classroom), videos 

are available of traffic passing two different locations (one rural, one urban) which can be 

used for students to base their traffic count on.

https://youtu.be/yiotLwk8kTw

https://youtu.be/lhlgtvm2-IM
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Primary 

Mindful travel: 

walking bingo
Time needed

15-30 mins (or for as 

long as your walk takes)

Resources needed

Pen or pencil

Paper or a printout of 

the resource sheet

Colouring pencils 

or pens (optional)

Solo/Group activity

Both

Objectives

For students to look for things around them that make them 

feel happy.

To be more aware of and appreciate their surroundings.

Session plan

This is a chance for students to explore the world around them 

and get away from screens for a while.

Whether it’s what they can see out of a window, in the garden, 

or on a walk, they should look for things that make them feel 

happy of all different colours.

Explain the activity, and talk through how students should 

record their finds. They could use colouring pencils to draw the 

things they find, they could collect items if appropriate, or take 

photographs. 

They can display what they find in different ways to share with 

each other.

Extension

Students could come up with other themes for a treasure hunt.

At home adaptation

This can just as easily be done at home, as it can in a school 

playground, field or classroom.

Sustrans is a registered charity in England and Wales (number 326550)  
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Primary 

Your amazing 

imagination
Time needed

35 mins

Resources needed

Access to laptop/phone/

internet to watch video.

Paper and pen

Solo/Group activity

Either

Objectives

To empower the students to see their imagination as a 

superpower that most adults have lost.

To encourage students to take ownership of their futures 

and imagine a world they would be proud to live in.

Session plan

The students will have a small discussion based around 

a quote about imagination.

They will think about what imagination means to them and 

a time it has served them well. And how humans have used 

imagination to create the world we are in. And the things we 

need to do to help the planet.

Then show a short video about the power of imagination in 

creating a new world.

Watch author and environmental activist Rob Hopkins 

take a walk through a day in 2030.

The task is to make either a postcard or a short video, 

addressed to their future selves. This can be sent to a parent/

guardian/trusted adult to be shown back to the student at a 

certain point in their future (e.g. in 10 years’ time).

At home adaptation

Please print off a copy of the video script and the postcard 

template for the children that don’t have access to a device.

The discussion could be replaced by writing a list or drawing a mind map.

Taken from

This idea has been developed by a Sustrans Schools Officer, and inspired by 

Rob Hopkins’ book ‘From What Is to What If’.

The Transition Network have produced this guide to support groups running 

longer visioning sessions. Find out more about the Transition movement here.

Plus, find 

today’s 

Kahoot quiz 

here
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Primary level 1

Cycling for 

everyone
Time needed

20-30 mins

Resources needed

Coloured pencils, pens

Printed cycle templates  

or paper

Recycled materials 

(optional)

Solo/Group activity

Solo

Objective

To learn about different types of cycles and cycle users.

Session plan

Each pupil picks a template for a cycle.

Students can use pencils, glitter, ribbons, coloured card, recycled 

materials such as magazines or anything else colourful they can 

collect to make a collage or a decorated cycle.

Additional information from Wheels for Wellbeing: 

wheelsforwellbeing.org.uk

At home adaptation

Pupils unable to print off the templates can make their own 

drawings and decorate them.

Taken from

Six-week step-by-step guide – a guide designed for teachers, 

parents and governors to help get more people active on the 

journey to and from school.

Plus, find 

today’s 

Kahoot quiz 

here

Big Walk and Wheel 2022 

Primary lesson plan calendar
21 March – 1 April 2022Week 1

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5
Theme Amazing Active Travel Amazing Active 

Journeys For Everyone
Amazing Air Your Amazing 

Imagination
Amazing Mindful Travel

Lesson Active travel 
persuasive writing

Cycling for everyone – 
adapted bike templates 
and poster activity

Lichen detective – 
testing air quality

Imagine a greener 
future

Walking bingo 
mindfulness exercise

Video Learn about active 
travel benefits

Users of the All Ability 
cycling hub tell us what 
cycling and the All 
Ability hub means to 
them

Learn about the impact 
of transport on air 
quality

Watch author and 
environmental activitst 
Rob Hobkins: ‘From 
What Is to What If’ A 
walk through a day in 
2030

None
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Primary Get to know your bike Worksheet

Bike part labels
�Seat Clamp

�Chain Stay
�Head Tube

�Fork Crown
�Handlebars

�Suspension Forks �Front Hub �Chain Set (chainrings and crank) �Rear Derailleur �Seat Stay Bridge

�Drop-out / Rear End �Bottom Bracket Shell �Fork Blade
�Headset

�Tyre

�Pedal
�Chainrings �Rear Sprockets or Cassette �Seat Stay

�Seat Tube

�Down Tube �Drop-out / Fork End
�Stem

�Rim
�Front Changer

�Chain
�Seat Post

�Gear Hanger �Top Tube
�Fork Column

�Gear Levers
�Saddle

�Spokes
�Crank

�Brake

21 March – 1 April 2022

Primary Your amazing journey Worksheet

InstructionsThe aim of this activity is for you to think about your own journey to school. 

1. Think about your usual journey to school. 

• What mode of transport do you use? 

• How long does it take? 
• What do you see along the way?

2. Draw a picture to sum up how your journey 

makes you feel, thinking about both the MOST 

amazing parts and the LEAST amazing parts.

3. Write down why you either like or dislike your journey.

Draw your picture summing up how your journey makes you feel here, or on a separate piece of paper:

21 March – 1 April 2022

Primary Cycling clothing 
fabrics  Worksheet

List the properties you want your cycling clothing to have

(Eg waterproof, breathable, stretchy...)

Use this table to compare fabrics: 

(Eg Lycra, cotton nylon wool etc)
Fabric

Advantage

Disadvantage

What fabric is best for summer?
What fabric is best for winter?List any special features you want your cycling clothing to have

including features to improve visibility or cope with weather conditions.

21 March – 1 April 2022

Primary Street Trumps

Trees
�Walk/cycle friendly .......................... 8

�Car friendly ..................................... 7

�Fun ................................................. 7

�Quick & easy to do ......................... 8

�Attractiveness ............................... 10

�Safety ............................................. 8

�Cost ................................................ £

Trees create a natural barrier to traffic, but can 

become overgrown and create obstructions if not 

managed. Sometimes roots crack the pavement 

and road, making it difficult for walkers and cyclists.

Road signs
�Walk/cycle friendly .......................... 5

�Car friendly ..................................... 9

�Fun ................................................. 2

�Quick & easy to do ......................... 7

�Attractiveness ................................. 4

�Safety ............................................. 5

�Cost .............................................. ££

These tell drivers how to behave. But they are so 

common, drivers sometimes ignore them. Signs 

do not necessarily change behaviour without 

other things like speed bumps or chicanes.

Tiger crossings�Walk/cycle friendly .......................... 8

�Car friendly ..................................... 7

�Fun ................................................. 8

�Quick & easy to do ......................... 6

�Attractiveness ................................. 8

�Safety ............................................. 8

�Cost .............................................. ££

It is possible to make zebra crossings more 

interesting and fun. Traffic often goes slower 

because it is different, making it safer all round.

Chicanes
�Walk/cycle friendly .......................... 8

�Car friendly ..................................... 6

�Fun ................................................. 3

�Quick & easy to do ......................... 5

�Attractiveness ................................. 6

�Safety ............................................. 7

�Cost .............................................. ££

These create bends in the road so traffic slows 

down. Often, only one car can go through at 

one time, making it even safer for everyone.
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Primary 

Get to know 

your bike
Time needed

10 mins

Resources needed

Bike part labels

Blue tack

A3 print out of a bicycle 

or a bike that can be used 

for demonstration

Solo/Group activity

Either

Objective

To learn and correctly identify the different parts of a bicycle.

Session plan

Give each group or pupil a pack of bike part labels and a 

piece of blue tack.

Pupils discuss the different bicycle parts and where they 

think they are located.

Pupils take turns to stick a label onto the print out bicycle 

or demonstration bike.

Extension

As a group discuss and identify which bicycle parts might 

need more maintenance and why. 

Can the class identify certain bike parts which should be 

checked before using?

Inspired by

Bike Maintenance lesson run by Sustrans School Officers.

Sustrans is a registered charity in England and Wales (number 326550)  
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Primary 

Your amazing 

journey
Time needed

15-20 mins

Resources needed

Paper, pens, pencils

Solo/Group activity

Both

Objective

For students to think about their usual journey to school 

and how they usually experience it. 

Session plan

In groups or on their own, ask students to think about how they 

travel to school.

Get them to draw an image to sum up how their journey makes 

them feel. 

What do they like about their journey? What do they dislike? 

Ask them to write down what aspects of their journey impact 

the way they feel including the built environment, green spaces, 

traffic, etc.

Taken from

Big Street Survey, a curriculum resource which enables 

students to investigate the area around their school.

Sustrans is a registered charity in England and Wales (number 326550)  
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Primary 

Cycling clothing 

fabrics
Time needed

15 mins 

(1 hour with extension)

Resources needed

Cycling clothing 

PowerPoint 

Large whiteboard/

smartboard/flip chart 

paper

Cycling clothing 

worksheet

Solo/Group activity

Both

Objective

To research and design cycle clothing to wear 

to school during different times of the year.

Session plan

Use the cycling clothing PowerPoint to facilitate discussion 

around the different types of clothing materials. Pupils discuss 

different fabrics and their properties.

Pupils fill in the cycling clothing worksheet with learnings 

from the PowerPoint and group discussion.

Extension

Pupils use their cycling clothing worksheet to create a poster 

or leaflet that shows a range of design ideas for a cycling 

uniform. Pupils discuss the features and fabrics of each type of 

cycling clothing and vote on the best uniform

Tip – pupils can design a school uniform that is cycling friendly, 

or a cycling kit that can be worn on the way to school.

Inspired by

Sustrans School Officer.

Useful clothing resources

Road CC clothing review

British Cycling Clothing Guide:

BBC Bitesize Material categories and properties

Sustrans is a registered charity in England and Wales (number 326550)  
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Primary

Amazing 

interventions
Time needed

40 mins

Resources needed

Sustrans Big Street 

Survey Trumps

Street scenario cards

Solo/Group activity

Either

Objectives

To learn more about the interventions that can make active 

travel safer and more enjoyable.

To see the constraints and opportunities that must be 

overcome in order to achieve change.

Session plan

Role play activity

Place one of the Street Scenario cards on each table, along with 

a set of Street Trumps cards (ideally cut into individual cards).

Each of the Street Trump cards uses a scoring system to show 

its positives and negatives as well as the cost.

Ask each group to come up to the front of the class one at a 

time to deliver their Street Scenario role-play. Then the other 

groups will have a few minutes to come up with solutions to the 

issues in the scenario. 

The solution should consider what is best for the environment and the people, 

but it is also very important that it is achievable with the budget available.

Ask the students to sort the Street Trump cards into three piles depending on their 

usefulness (yes, maybe, no) and then choose 3-4 of their most favoured cards as 

a solution to their Street Scenario.

With the whole class, discuss the solutions they came up with and the reasons 

they were chosen. Repeat this for each group.

There are a range of other activities that can be played with the Street Trumps 

(see separate sheet). Younger students may prefer to simply play a game of trumps.

At home adaptation:

Instead of discussing with the group why they chose a particular solution to each 

scenario, students learning remotely can write notes to explain their selection.
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Primary Amazing global journeys Worksheet

InstructionsChildren around the world make epic journeys to school every day. Some 

children have to climb over mountains or cross dangerous, rushing rivers. 

Have a look at the Newsround article or video clip below which shows some 

of the extreme journeys children make.

Use props or stop animation to create your own amazing journey indoors.

Invent your own adventure or recreate one of these incredible journeys 

indoors (and safely!)You could create a scene using props and other things at your disposal. If 

you are doing this at home, ask your parent or carer to help you film. Have 

fun and stay safe. Remember to check your ideas with your adult.

Links
www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/22015415

Stop animation guide: 
www.instructables.com/Make-A-Stop-Motion-Animation-For-Beginners

Take inspiration from this amazing journey filmed at home: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HrIVWziJ0Y

Sustrans is a registered charity in England and Wales (number 326550)  
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Primary 

Amazing global 

journeys
Time needed

90 mins

Resources needed

Smart phone or other 

video recording device

Props

Paper, pencil, pens

Solo/Group activity

Solo or pairs

Objectives

To explore places far away from the students’ homes. 

To develop empathy and global awareness by thinking about 

children who have to make perilous journeys to school. 

To encourage imagination, creativity and develop video-making 

skills by asking students to film a make-believe adventurous 

journey of their own, without leaving the classroom or house.

Session plan

Use the links below to learn about some amazing school journeys 

taken by children around the globe. Ask students to pick one of the 

journeys, or imagine their own amazing journey, to recreate indoors.

They can choose how to do this – setting up and acting out a 

scene, drawing a cartoon, creating a stop motion animation, or 

simply imagining their journey and being interviewed about it.

Encourage students to make a ‘storyboard’ of the short piece 

before starting to record it. When students are creating a 

storyboard, ask them to think about how they could create a 

mountain scene, desert, or ocean.

At home adaptation: The recording could be done at home or at school. If students don’t have 

access to recording devices, they can draw up story boards, with the option to act it out.

Useful links:

Learn about some of the amazing journeys taken by children across the world:

www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/22015415 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzpT_MFcWU0 (11 mins) 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEJpkEctSEA (50 mins)

Watch our Schools Officer’s example of an amazing journey here: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSYR77ou2M4

Take inspiration from this amazing journey filmed at home: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HrIVWziJ0Y

Here is a guide to creating your own stop-motion animation: 

www.instructables.com/Make-A-Stop-Motion-Animation-For-Beginners

Big Walk and Wheel 2022 

Primary lesson plan calendar
Week 2

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10
Theme Amazing Cycling Amazing Global 

Journeys
Your Amazing Journey Amazing Interventions Amazing Planning

Lesson Identify bike parts Epic school journeys 
around the world

What makes your 
journey to school 
amazing?

Encouraging active 
travel: Street Trumps

What fabrics should 
cycling clothing be 
made from?

Video None

Discover epic journeys 
to school from around 
the world

None None None

Headline sponsor:

Sustrans is the charity making it easier for people to walk and cycle. Join us on our journey. www.sustrans.org.uk
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